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Ten Terrible Dinosaurs
A little dinosaur is not afraid of the biggest dinosaur of them all for a very special reason.
When Little Bear accidentally falls into Father Christmas' workshop, it is the start of a wonderful adventure. Soon, he is shown the whole Christmas present process right from the post room through to the wrapping room, with a tantalising stop-over in the toy-testing room.
Simple text and illustrations of playful dinosaurs challenge young readers to find shapes in the pictures.
Playful dinosaurs meet each other one-by-one, in a book encouraging readers to count from one to ten.
Dinosaur Opposites
A Number of Dinosaurs
Ten Little Dinosaurs
Monkey Business
Grown-Ups, the World, and Me!
My name is Oak Jones. I spent ten years in the Houston Police Department, three years working beats, and seven glorious years in the Police Dinosaur Unit (PDU). I was one of those kids who loved dinosaurs growing up, and the idea of being paid to work with one sounded like the best job anyone could have, ever. Now that I'm retired
from HPD, I wanted to collect some of my war stories. Everybody asks me what it's like working with a police Velociraptor. Let me be blunt: being a dinosaur handler is the most fun and rewarding job you can have in the world. The pay is horrible, and the trials and tribulations are tremendous, but I wouldn't have chosen anything
else.So these memoirs are for everyone who's ever wanted to know what it's like being a Velociraptor handler. These are some of my favorite stories from that time. What surprised me more than anything was the amazing bond I made with my Velociraptor, Banshee. It was a relationship unlike any other in my life, and one that I will
hold dear for all the rest of my years.You probably know that the word "dinosaur" is Latin for "terrible lizard." I thought that would make a great title for this book because while Banshee was a great working police Velociraptor, he was a terrible lizard...
Control dinosaurs. Tame women. Rule the world.Victor and his tribe of beautiful women prepare to leave their fort and journey to their new base, but as usual with Dinosaurland, things never go according to plan.Now Victor must protect all of his tribe without the aid of walls, and an old enemy gathers an army to give chase. Victor will
have to use every power at his disposal to protect his women, and the journey will uncover new secrets of this strange world.
A colorful collection of dinosaurs heads off for a "stomp in the swamp."
A group of rollicking dinosaurs counts down from ten to one as it introduces subtraction to the reader.
Crunch the Shy Dinosaur
The M&M's Brand Counting Book
Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs
Catch Me If You Can!
Truck Jam
Derived from the bestselling modern classic, Dinosaur Roar!, this sticker book contains lots of simple activities, colouring games and puzzles. Produced in association with the Natural History Museum Department of Earth Sciences, My First Dinosaur Roar! Sticker Book is packed with approved and verified fascinating
dinosaur facts.With over 250 stickers and lots of activities My First Dinosaur Roar! Sticker Book will provide hours of fun for the very youngest dinosaur enthusiasts!
"Dinosaurs and modern life collide in a very young picture book that clearly illustrates how big dinosaurs really were"-A long time ago there were dinosaurs. Big dinosaurs and small dinosaurs. Dinosaurs with horns on their heads or spikes down their backs. Dinosaurs with long, long necks and long, long tails. Imaginatively and with a masterful use of color, shape and composition, Bryon Barton brings to life a unique and endearing
vision of what the world may have looked like once upon a time. A long time ago there was dinosaurs. Big dinosaurs and small dinosaurs. Dinosaurs with horns on their heads or spikes down their backs. Dinosaurs with long, long necks and long, long tails. Imaginatively and with a masterful use of color, shape and
composition, Byron Barton brings to life unique and endearing vision of what the world may have looked like once upona time. Outstanding Science Trade Books for Children 1989 (NSTA/CBC) Science Books and Films -- Editor's Choice Science Books and Films -- Best Children's Science Book List
DINOSAURS & THE PREHISTORIC WORLD. "ONE big dinosaur standing all alone ... TWO hungry dinosaurs biting on some bones." Kids can really count on these delightful dinosaurs! The adorable characters from Paul Stickland's best-selling "Dinosaur Roar!"--Squeak, Fierce, Meek, Tiny, Slimy, Spiky, and Lumpy--are perennial
favorites with the preschool set, and they're here to teach numbers from ONE to TEN. These irresistible creatures will skip, run, sing, and play their way into kids' hearts. Ages 0+
A Monster Pop-up
My First Dinosaur Roar! Sticker Book
Dinosaur Numbers
Dinosaur Roar!
Saturday Night at the Dinosaur Stomp

When Jolly Olly Octopus gets the giggles, it isn't long before the waves of bubbly laughter have spread to all his friends and the whole sea bed is awash with sea creatures chuckling away. But, oh no! Here comes Shark! Suddenly things aren't quite so funny any more. The
incredibly successful Tony Mitton and Guy Parkrer-Rees pair up again to bring you this bright and delightful rhyming romp.
Monkeys gather the other jungle animals to see the new members of their troop.
Count along with Mother Duck as her ducklings try to waddle across the bridge. When a sudden gust of wind sweeps one of Mother Duck's ducklings into the river, she doesn't know what to do. With four ducklings on the bridge and one below, Mother Duck is torn as to which way
to go. Suddenly, a second duck falls and Mother Duck grows more panicked. Should she stay on the bridge or fly down to her ducklings in the river? As she paces and frantically quacks, the remaining ducklings playfully plop one by one into the river until all of the
siblings are happily floating along. Now that all five ducklings are safely in the water, Mother Duck flies down to join in the fun, relieved to have all her ducklings together again. Mem introduces young readers to the basic math principles of addition and subtraction.
A family brings a most unusual souvenir home after vacation in this classic picture book from the brilliant mind that brought you The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore. The Lazardo family has brought back a peculiar souvenir from their trip to Africa…a
dinosaur! Ah, but Bob is the friendly sort of dinosaur. The kind who enjoys playing the trumpet and tossing around a baseball. Bob is an instant neighborhood hit…until his love of chasing cars with his dog pals stirs up trouble with the police for “disturbing the peace.”
But it’s the Pimlico Pirates’ opening game and Bob’s love of baseball might just be his get-out-of-jail-free card…
Dinosaurs in the Supermarket
Dinosaur More!
Ducks Away!
Terrible Lizard
Every Hidden Thing
Little bugs of all shapes and sizes show off their differences in rhyming text.
Paul Stickland's delightful dinos offer a humorous and fun introduction to colors.
Paul Stickland's exuberant band of dinosaur characters have finally burst their seams. The best-selling band of jurassic jokesters can't help but peek and poke their head and tails out over the edges of this pair of ultra-sturdy, bright and bold, shaped board books. The simple, rhyming chant-along text lopes along with all the verve of the Stickland's ever-popular "DINOSAUR
ROAR" to ensure that these are read-alouds little listeners will want to hear again and again.
The hunt for a dinosaur skeleton buried in the Badlands, bitter rivalries, and a forbidden romance come together in this beautifully written new novel that’s Romeo and Juliet meets Indiana Jones. Somewhere in the Badlands, embedded deep in centuries-buried rock and sand, lies the skeleton of a massive dinosaur, larger than anything the late nineteenth century world has ever
seen. Some legends call it the Black Beauty, with its bones as black as ebony, but to seventeen-year-old Samuel Bolt it’s the “rex”, the king dinosaur that could put him and his struggling, temperamental archaeologist father in the history books (and conveniently make his father forget he’s been kicked out of school), if they can just quarry it out. But Samuel and his father aren’t the
only ones after the rex. For Rachel Cartland this find could be her ticket to a different life, one where her loves of science and adventure aren’t just relegated to books and sitting rooms. Because if she can’t prove herself on this expedition with her professor father, the only adventures she may have to look forward to are marriage or spinsterhood. As their paths cross and the rivalry
between their fathers becomes more intense, Samuel and Rachel are pushed closer together. And with both eyeing the same prize, their budding romance seems destined to fail. But as danger looms on the other side of the hills, causing everyone’s secrets to come to light, Samuel and Rachel are forced to make a decision. Can they join forces to find their quarry—and with it a new life
together—or will old enmities and prejudices keep them from both the rex and each other?
Dinosaur Shapes
A Night in the Dinosaur Graveyard
The Christmas Bear
Dinosaur Bob and His Adventures with the Family Lazardo
Tamer
Ten terrible dinosaurs standing in a line, soon began to mess about until there were . . . nine. This lively counting book stars the same colourful dinosaurs as in the classic picture book Dinosaur Roar! The bouncy rhyming text encourages children to join in, helping them to learn their numbers as they count down from ten to one, ending with a wonderful loud
ROAR!
A brand new edition of this best-selling classic picture book, produced from re-scanned original artwork, and now endorsed by the world famous Natural History Museum. The cheerful rhyming text is perfect for reading aloud and the images of the dinosaurs are charming and funny. Originally published in 1994, Dinosaur Roar! by Henrietta and Paul Stickland
is now seen as a modern classic, a book that every preschool child will love.
In The Last Days of the Dinosaurs, Riley Black walks readers through what happened in the days, the years, the centuries, and the million years after the impact, tracking the sweeping disruptions that overtook this one spot, and imagining what might have been happening elsewhere on the globe. Life’s losses were sharp and deeply-felt, but the hope carried
by the beings that survived sets the stage for the world as we know it now. Picture yourself in the Cretaceous period. It’s a sunny afternoon in the Hell Creek of ancient Montana 66 million years ago. A Triceratops horridus ambles along the edge of the forest. In a matter of hours, everything here will be wiped away. Lush verdure will be replaced with fire.
Tyrannosaurus rex will be toppled from their throne, along with every other species of non-avian dinosaur no matter their size, diet, or disposition. They just don’t know it yet. The cause of this disaster was identified decades ago. An asteroid some seven miles across slammed into the Earth, leaving a geologic wound over 50 miles in diameter. In the terrible
mass extinction that followed, more than half of known species vanished seemingly overnight. But this worst single day in the history of life on Earth was as critical for us as it was for the dinosaurs, as it allowed for evolutionary opportunities that were closed for the previous 100 million years.
"Five Little Speckled Frogs, sitting on a hollow log, eating some most delicious bugs. Yum, yum!" This picture book beautifully illustrates the familiar children's song through watercolor, collage and graphic design. Children and adults can easily read or sing the repetitive text while they count down from five. Watch for patterns by keeping an eye on the frogs
and those "most delicious bugs."
The Last Days of the Dinosaurs
Five Little Speckled Frogs
The Christmas Workshops
A Book of Opposites
An Asteroid, Extinction, and the Beginning of Our World
"Dinosaur sweet, dinosaur grumpy. Dinosaur spiky and dinosaur lumpy." Dinosaurs of every size shape, colour and personality thunder through the pages of this fun-filled book of opposites. Whether short or long, ferocious or friendly, there's a dinosaur here to captivate everyone. The
infectious rhythm of the bold rhyming text will have every child ROARING for more.
"Ten terrible dinosaurs standing in a line, i>soon began to mess about, until there were ... nine! A cracking companion to the bestselling dinosaur-classic, Dinosaur Roar!, this is a crazy, colourful countdown of dinosaurs. There are endless giggles to be had as one naughty dinosaur after
another disappears, only to reappear for a very noisy surprise ending! Part of the Dinosaur Roar! series, published in association with the Natural History Museum."
Uses M&M candies to introduce counting, addition, subtraction, sets, colors, and shapes.
With its colorful art and engaging text, "Dinosaur More!" is the ideal book for kids who just can't get enough of these popular prehistoric creatures. Written and illustrated by the best-selling team of Henrietta and Paul Stickland, and including fabulous images from London's Natural History
Museum, it's the perfect mixture of fact and fun. Each visually appealing spread provides an introduction to a particular species of dino, and includes: - Interesting information about its background- A labeled picture pointing out important physical features- A guide to pronouncing the
dinosaur's name- Circled sidebars about its diet and defense - A chart comparing the dinosaur size to that of a human- An icon containing its weight
A Magical Three-dimensional Tour
Dinosaur Stomp!
King of Dinosaurs
Dinosaur Colors
How Big Were Dinosaurs?
They came for the coffee and wound up in the Cretaceous. A ticking sound fills the air as Tim MacGregor enters The Daily Edition Cafe, hoping to meet his new girlfriend for coffee. Moments later, a chunk of building is transported 67 million years back in time, along with everyone inside. Ten unlikely companions find themselves in a world of dinosaurs and prehistoric reptiles. Several survivors
compete for leadership as they search for a way home, while one member of the group plots to keep them all trapped in the past..."
Pop-up pictures depict several trucks engaged in various activities such as pouring sand, getting stuck in traffic, and being towed.
From Cirocco Dunlap (This Book Will Not Be Fun) and Theodor Seuss Geisel Award winner Greg Pizzoli (The Watermelon Seed) comes a charming, giggly read-aloud that illustrates the particular art of making a friend! Crunch is a lovely and quiet brontosaurus who has hidden himself in some shubbery and is rather shy. He would like to play, but it will require some gentle coaxing from you! If you
are patient and encouraging, you will find yourself with a new friend! This picture book is a warm, funny example of how to engage with someone new, who is perhaps a bit different from you. Lessons in friend-making (such as minding personal space and demonstrating interest in another's hobbies) are delivered so subtly that children will absorb them unconsciously as they delight in Crunch's silly
hat and dance moves! Cirocco Dunlap (This Book Will Not Be Fun) and Greg Pizzoli (The Watermelon Seed) enchant and surprise us with their first collaboration. A Chicago Public Library Best Book of 2018!
Every child knows about Santa Claus, the jolly man who brings gifts to all on Christmas. There are many stories that tell of his life, but the delightful version relayed in The Life and Adventures of Santa Claus is by far the most charming and original of all. Only L. Frank Baum, the man who created the wonderful land of Oz, could have told Santa's tale in such rich and imaginative detail.
Jolly Olly Octopus
Dinosaur Friends!
Ten Terrible Dinosaurs
The Life And Adventures Of Santa Claus
A Jungle Pop-up Book
A trip to the supermarket turns into havoc when dinosaurs go wild in the aisles! As Stegosaurus spills beans and Diplodocus gobbles up greens, can a little boy get the big beasts to behave?
Colorful dinosaurs help you learn opposites.
Grown-Ups, the World, and Me! is a delightful and thought-provoking look at the big world by a small child.How are children affected by war, racism, and environmental issues? Grown-Ups, the World, and Me! offers a youthful perspective on these and ot
When it is rock 'n' roll time during the prehistoric era, many different kinds of dinosaurs gather to twist, twirl, and tromp at a Saturday night party.
A Pop-up Counting Book
The Dinosaur Four
Big Bug, Little Bug
A Memoir of My Time on the Police Dinosaur Unit
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